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DATES TO REMEMBER 

 

• Queens Bday Public 
Holiday:  

Monday, 07/10/2019 
 

• Term 4 commences: 
Tuesday, 08/10/2019 

 

• First Aid + CPR (Senior 
Students Only):  

Wednesday, 16/10/2019 
 

• Student Free Day: 
Monday, 21/10/2019 

 

• Year 7 Immunisations: 
Wednesday, 06/11/2019 

 

• Year 12 Formal: 
Thursday, 14/11/2019 

 

• Year 12 Graduation: 
Friday, 15/11/2019 

 

• Year 11 Camp: 
Tuesday, 19/11/2019— 
Thursday, 21/11/2019 

 

• Last day of Classes: 
Wednesday, 27/11/2019 

 

• Student Free Day: 
Thursday, 28/11/2019 

 

• Student Xmas Party: 
Friday, 29/11/2019 

As I pen this newsletter article, I can’t help but reflect on our recent 

Open Day. It truly was a wonderful time of Southside and our  

community coming together.  

 

COMMUNITY 

Celebrate our school 

Observe the love and the laughter 

Memorable entertainment 

Meaningful relationships 

Unity amongst cultures 

Nourishing food (nom-nom!) 

Inspiring students 

Tireless staff (thank you!) 

Yarning circles 

 

A very big thank you to our community groups that supported us on 

the day; Department of Human Services, Deadly Choices, Inala  

Indigenous Health Service, KICS Family Support Program, Australian 

Nurse-Family Partnership Program, Department of Youth Services, 

Searchlight Inc., Brisbane South Youth Justice, Inala Indigenous 

Health Service-Indigenous Women’s Group, CREATE Foundation,  

Micah Projects, Brisbane Domestic Violence Service, Faizey 

Greaves. 

Thanks go particularly to the Southside staff. This wonderful group of 

people know how to put their shoulders to the wheel and get a job 

done! They worked tirelessly on Thursday prepping, then tidied and 

packed everything away on Friday afternoon. I am forever grateful 

for such a dedicated team! 

Term 4 is our shortest term of 2019, and it is packed full of events,  

including Year 11 Camp, Year 12 Formal and Graduation and  

End-of-Year Excursions. We also have a House Cup to award to  

either Freeman, Goolagong or Nova! All students start back on  

Tuesday 8th October, after the Queen’s Birthday Public Holiday. 

I pray everyone has a safe Spring break. See you all in Term 4! 



With the warmth of Spring making the colder months difficult to remember, it’s a poignant time to 

reflect on what this time of year means, and has meant for generations before us. Spring is a time 

of birth, growth and prosperity. It is a time of togetherness and of bonding. And so too it is here at 

Southside, where we come together, regardless of the season, to love, respect and build each 

other up.  

I often get asked what it is about Carinity Education Southside that sets us apart from other 

schools, and even from other Special Assistance schools. Whilst there are many tangible  

differences, it is the intangible that I think makes us so special and it is this intangible element that 

I have been reflecting on recently. For me, it all comes down to relationships. It is the relationships 

that are formed, fostered and blossom that sets Southside apart. These relationships are of course 

with our young people, but they are also amongst the educators and with our community.  

Before a young person can learn, they must have a relationship with their educator. This is a  

relationship that is built on trust, security and faith. Many people, young and veteran, have had 

negative, or unstable relationships with their educators and this makes it difficult, and sometimes 

impossible to learn. At Southside we recognise that we need to build trust over a period of time 

before a connection can be made, and a relationship can be built.  

One of my favourite authors and academics, Brene Brown has said recently, 

 

 

 

This is a truly powerful quote that carries so much meaning, especially for us here at Southside. 

Brene often speaks of ‘armour’, and what she means is all the defences and the protections we 

put up, usually to protect us from being hurt. For some people it might be anger and aggression, 

for others it might be cracking jokes and being the clown. Others might simply retreat and put up 

their walls, not letting anyone get to know them. This armour serves a purpose, but it is heavy, and 

it holds us back. We can’t grow under the weight of armour so what we need to do, especially in 

our schools, is to create a space where we can feel safe to take off our armour and to be secure 

in our vulnerability. But being vulnerable is a bad thing, right? It’s weak, isn’t it? NO! Not at all.  

Being vulnerable is one of the bravest things you can do. It’s taking off the armour and trusting 

that those around you aren’t going to hurt you, or poke at what they see. But what does  

vulnerability look like? It’s admitting you don’t know something; it’s telling someone when they’ve 

hurt you; it’s telling someone that they mean a lot to you and that you value them. And it’s doing 

all of this knowing you may get hurt, but risking it anyway. That’s brave! 

But how do we encourage vulnerability and the shedding of armour here at Southside? Through 

our relationships. We love our students, and each other without conditions. We treat each day as 

a new day and we are kind, above all else. Now, relationships take time and they are not always 

perfect. We make mistakes but we forgive each other. We, as adults, try to model this for our 

young people, as well as foster it in the classrooms. Relationships are at the heart of what we do, 

and who we are as human beings. Every person is wired to crave connection and from  

connection, relationships grow.  

So who will you connect with today? 

REFLECTIONS FROM THE DEPUTY’S OFFICE 
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“What we are ethically called to do is create a safe space in our schools and classrooms 
where all students can walk in and, for that day or hour, take off the crushing weight of 
their armour, hang it on a rack, and open their heart to truly be seen” . 
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ATHLETICS CARNIVAL 

A huge thank you to all the staff and Year 11 Recreation students for pulling together and  

making this years carnival a great day!  

Again the carnival was held at St. Lawrence’s oval in Runcorn where the line markings and tents 

were all set up for us making it an easy start to the day. The Year 11 Recreation students were 

amazing in the set up, running of shot put and helping with the set up of the whole day.  

While we were a small group, the students and staff that were there made lots of noise and  

participated in all of the events.  

The events that were held included: 400m + 100m sprints, student relays, potato sack race, tug of 

war, shot put, javelin and discus. The BBQ spread for lunch was fantastic and excellent fuel for 

the second half of the day.  

Goolagong were victorious this year, followed closely by Nova and Freeman.  

Awards:  

Year 7 Age Champion: Trellyn 

Year 8 Age Champion: Brianna 

Year 9 Age Champion: Treselle  

Year 10 Age Champion: Skyie and Jessica 

Year 11 Age Champion: Mariah 

Year 12 Age Champion: Gabby and Jaydi  

 

Community Spirit Awards: Latysha 

             Talita 

             Heidi 

              Katelin  

 

High Energy Award:   Talita 

 

Year Group with the MOST Participants: Year 9 

 

 

Persistence and Sportsmanship Award: Mariah 

 

Love of the Game Award: Kalaiyah  

 

Best War Cries: Nova 



YEAR 12 CAMP 
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WOW!! Fraser Island, what can we say?! We had a wonderful, tiring, exciting and relaxing four 

days away on this beautiful island.  

We started day one with packing the bus, the girls this year actually packed fairly lightly (phew!), 

and making sure the snacks were easily accessible throughout the trip. Then in the safe hands of 

our awesome driver we set off on the open highway heading towards the call of the ocean.  

After 5 hours, one stop and not too many “are we there yet-s?” we arrived at the Kingfisher Bay 

Resort Ferry drop off with time to stretch our legs.  

The ferry ride over tested our nerve with the temperature dropping with the windchill, the views 

across the bay were stunning however and kept us all content. We had a relaxing afternoon  

unpacking the bus, showering and getting ready for dinner and our evening bush walk. We had 

a fantastic guide who was full of useful information. We saw a stingray, a bat, found spiders  

hiding in plain sight, a bandicoot, and we were lucky to also see a rare scorpion under UV light 

hidden away in the crease of a log.  

Early to bed, even earlier to rise on day 2—we’re going whale watching!!! What an experience! 

It was beautiful to see so many young women so excited to see these creatures, a lot of them for 

the first time ever. Students and staff were moving around the boat, chasing a better view of 

these majestic animals. It was too much for some of our lovely young women with the  

excitement, cool weather, then heat, mixed with sleep deprivation and the motion of the boat 

causing some to take a time out at the back of the boat. We spent the afternoon getting 

dressed up and relaxing on the beach, sipping on mocktails and laughing together.  
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YEAR 12 CAMP 

On day three we had a small sleep in and then got physical! We went canoeing in one of the  

freshwater mangrove creeks. It was a strenuous, but really fun activity and it was impressive to see all 

the girls give such a huge effort, getting back into their canoes even when they capsized. We 

learned about the Indigenous people of Fraser Island and how they used the mangroves and the 

animals that inhabit the creek, and how important communication and team work is to keep a  

canoe upright. With an afternoon of resting by the pool, a bit of shopping and soaking up some 

much needed Vit D, we had an amazing opportunity to taste some bush tucker. We learned about 

how the Indigenous people of Fraser Island use these foods for various reasons, where they are found 

and how the restaurant at the resort uses these foods in their menu.  

After three huge days we packed our belongings up and were in bed by 9pm for our VERY early 

wake up. It is not an easy task being away from home and all of its comforts, so I would like to say a 

massive thank you to our students and our staff, we all did great, all pulled our own weight and were 

so lucky to have an awesome experience such as this. Also a big shout out to the admin staff for  

organizing this camp and making it happen! 



ANNUAL OPEN DAY 
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On the final day of Term 3 we held our Annual Open Day here at the school. A lot of 

planning and organisation went into making this day possible. We had Hospitality  

students learning new recipes to cook on the day, various year levels getting their  

classrooms ready to be showcased to guests, and staff organizing for external  

community services to be able to come in and hold stalls on the day.  

Open Day was an incredible coming together of all that makes Southside the unique 

place that it is. We had students arriving early along with their family members to help 

with the set up of the school for the day. Our beautiful Ginibi Dancers were so eager to 

show off their dances they were calling staff at 6.00am to ensure their performance was 

going ahead. The Ginibi Dancers got into their traditional dress and painted each other 

with ochre before realizing they were ready to perform hours early! This was fine of 

course because who doesn’t love to see a deadly, proud, Indigenous woman in her  

traditional dress feeling confident. A huge thank you to our ambidextrous Youth Worker, 

Lara, who has always been happy to lead the Ginibi Dancers, teach them the dances 

and perform with them on these special days.  

A special mention must go out to the community elders who came out to share their 

wisdom and unwavering support for the school that they love – thank you for always 

giving up your time to attend events at Southside where you continue to encourage, 

inspire and motivate our girls with your yarns and your beautiful natures. Particular 

thanks to Uncle Dr. Albert Holt for sharing his wisdom and doing the acknowledgement. 

Finally, a MASSIVE thank you to the community organisations who came out to run stalls 

on the day. A wide variety of services were present at the Open Day with games,  

interactive learning and prizes up for grabs. Young people and their families enjoyed 

being able to engage with organisations and services they might have  

otherwise never heard of, or struggled to engage with previously.  

These community organisations not only work with our students, but with each other to 

help remove the barriers to education that so many of our girls face. It is often said that 

it takes a village to raise a child and that phrase has never rang more true than it does 

here at Southside, and we are always so grateful to the organisations that take the time 

to be available for our girls.  

Overall, Open Day was a harmonious, unified coming together that was an absolute 

honour to be a part of.  



ANNUAL OPEN DAY 
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HOLIDAY PROGRAM 
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The June/July Holiday Program was an absolute blast! We had large attendance  

throughout the whole program which only adds to how much fun we can have.  

We visited the movies, attended a number of NAIDOC celebrations and held activities at 

the school such as a ‘make & take day’, where students designed and created their own 

key chains or our ‘Carinity quiz day’, where we set up a classroom and held our own Family 

Feud. 

We kicked off the holidays with a movie day over at Capalaba. Students picked between 

seeing Toy Story 4 and Secret Life of Pets 2; both movies were a hit with the girls! We  

followed this up the next day with a ‘make & take’ day where students were given  

materials to design a keychain and then bring their creation to life. This activity was a lot of 

fun and all the girls walked away with a cute, custom little key chain to take home.  

We held a ‘Carinity quiz day’ during these holidays as well. We set up the projector screen 

in one of the classrooms, laid out bean bags and pillows, got the junk food out and spent 

the day playing a Family Feud-esc type of quiz that tested general knowledge. We all had 

a lot of fun playing the quizzes, celebrating when we got a question correct and cringing 

when the buzzer would go off to signify an incorrect answer.  

We spent the rest of the holiday program attending various NAIDOC Day celebrations 

around Brisbane and Logan. We attended the Logan NAIDOC Day celebrations, Inala and 

Ipswich NAIDOC celebrations and rounded off the week by heading into the huge  

NAIDOC event at Musgrave Park.  

Thank you to all of our beautiful girls who came along for the holiday program, as always, 

without your participation it wouldn’t be nearly half as fun! 



The very last Queensland Core Skills (QCS) Test has 

been held at Southside for the Year 12 students in 

early September. From 2020 the Year 12’s will be 

graduating in the new Australian Curriculum, which 

means all the Australian states are participating in 

the same curriculum. The QCS was always an  

optional test, as students do not study subjects at 

Southside that gain an OP. 

We had three students sit the tests, with two students 

completing all four tests over the two days. Well done 

to Kayla and Annette on your incredible  

achievement, you should both feel incredibly proud 

of yourselves. 

Thank you to the younger year levels for  

being respectful of the Year 12 girls sitting the QCS 

Test and remaining quiet throughout the two days of testing. 

QCS TEST 
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SOUTHSIDE PHOTOSHOOT 

The Carinity Marketing Team are working tirelessly on developing new promotional  

material and websites for all of the Carinity schools and to do this, they needed new  

photos of our schools and our students to showcase the variety of educational  

opportunities that are offered through Carinity schools.  

During Term 3 we had a photographer come to spend the day at our school with our 

girls, taking candid shots of them to use for our new website and other types of  

promotional material.  

The students were curious of the photographer at first, with her large camera and long 

lenses, it was hard not to notice her in the room and remain natural but eventually the 

girls relaxed and were able to go on with their activities as they usually would. We  

managed to get some really incredible shots of the girls and our school. To thank each 

student who had their photo taken we pulled out the prize box and let the girls choose 

whatever they wanted.  

We are really looking forward to the launch of our new website! 



We kicked off Term 3 in junior Art with the students exploring printmaking methods while 

the senior girls studying their Certificate II in Visual Art spent the term developing their  

digital imagery skills.  

 

 

 

 

The Year 7 & 8 girls have been working with edition  

printmaking methods of lino and etching. We used the 

themes of spirit, animals or symbols for our lino and the girls 

all created beautiful images that reflect one or more of 

these themes. By using line and shape, the lino is carved out 

to produce multiple prints that show 

texture—we used our lino creations 

with a variety of colour effects and 

pressed them onto coloured cards and calico bags. The girls  

designed a series of ‘Tree of Life’ ideas and selected one to  

create a group canvas drawing as well as etching the design  

onto cards.  

The Year 9 students started the term off by learning and applying 

a mono print method. The girls chose a black and white print out image, coated the 

parts of the image with an oil pastel colour and then transferred the picture by tracing 

back into the image to reveal a pastel stamped print of the black & white image they 

printed out. The next task consisted of a mix media approach to art where students 

learned how to layer collages onto a background on 

recycled canvas. The girls went online and selected 

a shoe of their choice and printed out an image of it, 

they then decorated the shoe with line works and 

colour. The shoe image is then cut out and placed 

over the collaged background with a quote or text 

of their choosing that demonstrates the symbolism 

and meaning of their shoe and 

creative artwork. Students who 

completed these tasks, moved 

on to designing and stencilling 

works as well.  

Term 2 Year 9 Service Education saw the girls using the themes of 

‘Acts of Kindness’ and ‘Pay it Forward’. The girls have decided to 

carry on with these themes and are now creating three gifts for 

three people in their lives as a way of saying thank you. 

ART 
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“Art is the repository of society’s collective memory”  
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ART 

In Year 10 the girls have been working through a series of digital 

imagery tasks to develop a folio of photo manipulated works  

using Adobe Photoshop software. The first task was for the girls to 

create a ‘word image’ using photos from the Internet. The  

second task is to create a ‘famous portrait’ applying filters,  

effects and other symbolic imageries. The third task is to take a 

selfie or a picture of a friend, or find a photo of a celebrity , and 

then follow the artistic methods of 

Jessica Cochrane who photographs 

people, puts effects over the images 

and prints them out large-scale to 

paint on the photo prints to convey and question the idea of 

‘what is beauty in a modern society?’. Students completed 

the folio with designing a magazine cover and an image that 

echoes society and how they feel they fit into the world 

around them. 

Senior Certificate II in Visual Arts students have been working 

through their projects as they come to the pointy end of the 

year. Each student is at different stages within the Certificate, 

some are developing their digital imagery skills while others 

are working on their video editing skills and completing  

drawing and printmaking tasks.  

 

Three of our Year 12 students have completed the Certificate this term—a massive 

congratulations to Gabby, Bianca and Chloe. Your commitment and dedication in  

working through the units and developing creative artworks using a variety of methods 

and techniques is highly commendable, awesome stuff girls!  

 

We would also like to extend a 

huge congratulations to 2016 

Year 12 graduate, Stevie, who 

has gone on to become an  

exceptional artist who has been 

winning awards and showcasing 

her work in various exhibitions.  

Stevie recently showcased her artwork at her very own exhibition in 

NSW at the Newtown Mission during NAIDOC week.  We are so  

incredibly proud of all your achievements Stevie and we look  

forward to seeing what else is yet to come in your positively bright  

future! 



YEAR 10 ENGLISH 
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In Year 10 English we have been working with advertising techniques and Australian  

poetry. In the first half of the term, the students investigated the many techniques used in 

persuading an audience through advertising. This was mainly through print and billboard 

advertising, but also extended to video.  

The students then developed their own advertising pitch for a controversial issue. Their brief 

was to create a bus stop or cinema poster to convince the general public to make a  

positive change in their behaviour. They had to think about both visual images and  

language devices to fully develop the poster. The students were required to present their 

pitch to the class and explain the different techniques they would use to convey the  

audience of a need to change. Many topics were chosen such as: climate change, gun 

violence, the trade in dog meat, plastic pollution, self-image, drugs and animal abuse.  

The posters were fashioned very creatively, and students presented their campaigns to the 

class, emphasising why they developed the poster the way they did. Although students 

did not enjoy the last part of the process, it did give them an outlet to express their own 

opinion about an issue that was clearly of concern to them.  

For the second half of the term the students investigated the structure and language  

devices found in three particular poems; “Mulga Bill’s Bicycle” by Banjo Paterson, “The 

Child Who Walks Backwards” by Lorna Crozier and “Tree” by Alan Smith. The students  

enjoyed these poems, finding many technique used by the authors to gain a deeper  

understanding of the author’s message. In class we also discussed how to determine the 

time period in which the poem was most likely produced.  

The students then applied this knowledge to analyse their own choice of Australian poem 

using a technique called a SMILE analysis. The students chose a variety of different poems 

to do from various different centuries. Students then created a script about their chosen 

poem to present their analysis to the class or another person. The students converted their 

SMILE poetry analysis to a workable script, which was then drafted and honed to develop 

a keen edge to their oral presentation. The students also developed ideas to further  

enhance their presentation by incorporating delibrate teaching techniques, such as  

questioning for understanding, recapping and identifying mood, feelings and mental  

images from the poems.  

After the girls presented their work and taught others about their poem, the students were 

further required to develop a creative display of their poem, as a poster, which could then 

be displayed for the Annual Open Day at the school. 



In Year 11 English the theme for Semester Two is “Texts and Human Experiences”.  

Within this the students have explored texts about human experiences in  

multiculturally modern Australia. The students have learnt about stories involving  

refugees and have studied in particular one text by Anh Do, called “The Happiest  

Refugee”. This was a biographical account about Anh Do’s escape from Vietnam as 

a small boy and his life living in the foreign land of Australia. The students found the 

text moving, informative and humorous. 

The students also investigated other texts about refugees and multicultural aspects of 

Australia. This has been through a mix of written text and film text and in particular 

have included “Go Back to Where You Came From”, produced by SBS and “You 

Can’t Ask That”, produced by the ABC. Our classes were also given a treat, when we 

received two guest speakers as real life refugees, who only arrived in Australia this 

year. The students got to ask questions and interview Kamero and Trevor, both as  

refugees from Africa. Many of the students then recorded or referenced their stories in 

written texts they had to produce for assessment. Thanks must go to Shanez for  

organising this event. 

Developing and giving a speech on whether refugees should be encouraged to 

come to Australia or not was the ultimate assessment for this term. As you can  

imagine, there was quite a lot of lively debate about this topic as students argued the 

merits or drawbacks associated with the immigration of refugees into Australia. The 

students were encouraged to make up their own minds about this controversial issue.  

In class we studied quite a few sources of information about refugees, took notes and 

then applied this information into a structure for presenting a speech in the style of a 

“Ted Talk”. The script was developed over a few lessons and the students then  

practiced the delivery of the speech. A very simple supporting Power Point could also 

be used for visual effect if the students chose, but this was not a major part of the  

assessment. An explanation and example of how to deliver a successful speech was 

also provided for the students, along with samples from real ‘Ted Talks’.  

It must be noted that the speeches by the students for assessment were lively and 

passionate. The students made great use of persuasive language and attempted to 

sway their audience to their point of view. It was heartening to see such interest and 

conviction conveyed through an English assessment and I was impressed with the 

standards performed. 

YEAR 11 ENGLISH 
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YEAR 12 ENGLISH 
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In Year 12 English we have been working on the theme for Semester Two on controversial 

issues. The students have been producing reports on their chosen controversial issue, in  

report style and format. The variation of investigations have been wide and varied and 

have included topics such as compulsory immunisations, gender rights for transgender 

people, the problem of plastic waste, abortion questions, dates for Australia Day, whether 

to co-sleep with babies, the values of cosmetic surgery, climate change woes and  

concerns for asylum seekers.  

Once the written report was done on this, the students were required to convert the report 

into a speech script and accompanying Power Point, where they had to present their  

controversial issue as a persuasive speech, doing their best to convince their audience of 

the merits of their point of view and recommendations for overcoming the controversy  

investigated. These speeches proved to be as convincing as they were passionate. 

In the final part of the term, the students were required to complete a critical literacy  

analysis of two media reports and website to identify aspects of bias within writing and the 

positioning of the audience through persuasive techniques. This has been a more  

challenging task for the students; however, I feel it is an extremely valuable exercise in a 

world now filled with ‘fake news’ as students will develop skills in determining the  

relevance, prejudice and value of media items. I truly hope the students will take these 

skills with them to the wider world and be more analytical and critical with the information 

today’s society is throwing at them and expecting them to accept without any scrutiny. 

Students are further reminded that they must write two newsletters about an event  

connected with the school to be published in the school’s own newsletter by the end of 

Term Four. Many students have already completed this task and you can read their arti-

cles printed in any of the term school newsletters. In addition, students are also reminded 

of the requirement to finish a written journal about their Year 12 year, also to be submitted 

next term. 

Term Four is approaching fast. I am happy to say that there is 

only one official assessment item needed to be completed in 

Term Four and that is a ‘Letter to the Editor’. This needs to be 

written about a controversial issue, which should be different 

to the issue already investigated. The topic is to be chosen by 

the student. The Letter to the Editor will need to be set out in 

correct style and format, with an argument and explanation 

of points. A series of structured lessons and a template for the 

completion of this will be provided in class. 

I know we are all looking forward to an exhilarating Term Four in Year 12 English and I will 

be there cheering you along on every step of this exciting journey. 



What an amazing term to be outdoors and engaging in practical lessons. The  

temperature has been kind to us and the participation has been great from the  

students and youth workers. As this term was our Athletics Carnival, all year levels  

participated in training for events. The aim is to improve their technique and get them 

comfortable with the equipment, but mainly to have a good time and to encourage 

each other.  

After the athletics practice in Year 7 & 8, the class started an indoor modified games 

unit. We talked about why and how we can modify these sports to suit our needs and 

put them into practice. We used the facilities at the Hibiscus Squash Centre this term 

for the indoor volleyball courts. The students really took 

to volleyball this term and demonstrated a good level 

of skill and understanding while having a great time al-

so. We found that communication is key in volleyball 

with a few near clashes and missed opportunities.  

For this term’s Healthy component we covered some 

topics from the LOVEBITES Junior program, which is 

about healthy respectful relationships. We focused on 

key issues for their age group such as, understanding characteristics of unhealthy and 

healthy relationships, what crossing the line is and why it is important in relationships, 

gender roles and stereotypes, relationships and social media and many other areas of 

relationships. It was vital that the students be mature and respectful in these sessions 

and they rose to the challenge by engaging in open  

discussions, listening to others and by providing their  

opinions in a mature way.  

The Year 9 girls focused on Oz Tag after completing their 

athletics training. The students learned the skills to spin to 

avoid tagging, using their body to move through  

defence and increase 

their skills in hand-eye 

coordination. It was a lot of fun and it was great to 

see everyone get in and have a go.  

For our healthy unit this term our focus was on  

respectful relationships. Students identified the  

characteristics of healthy and unhealthy  

relationships, types of relationships, an  

understanding of the Balance of Power in  

relationships and individuals rights and  

responsibilities.  

HEALTH AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
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HEALTH AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
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After the Year 10 girls finished their athletics training they went on to join the Year 12 Rec 

class for badminton. The students practiced their skills in serving, different shots to play and 

were a welcome addition to the lesson. It was an enjoyable game and is easily modified 

to suit our class size and abilities.  

For their theory unit of work, we took lessons from the LOVEBITES 

program regarding Respectful Relationships. The students learned 

about various components of healthy and unhealthy relationships 

and the characteristics in these. We also covered issues around 

relationship violence, crossing the line, what is consent and where 

to find help if needed. The students were very mature in our class 

discussions and were respectful throughout. 

Our wonderful Year 11 Rec students had the task of planning,  

organising and running some of the events at our Annual Athletics 

Carnival, and they did a marvellous job! During the term the girls 

researched specific rules and regulations for the throwing events, 

completed risk assessments, organised necessary equipment and 

learned how to set up the events for the carnival. They also had 

the opportunity to practice each of the events. The students showed real dedication and 

maturity in their performance and willingness to help.  

This term in Year 12 Recreation students learned about racquet sports. We researched the 

fundamental rules, regulations and equipment for tennis, squash and badminton before 

we physically put our knowledge to the test. We were lucky enough to head to the 

Queensland Tennis Centre for our tennis sessions; to the Hibiscus Squash Centre for our 

squash and we also went to Logan Metro for our badminton sessions. The girls were eager 

to play and demonstrated a good level of skill across the three sports with a bidding 

young tennis player in the mix. Their understanding of the rules and scoring also came into 

play with them each having a go at umpiring, scoring and playing.  

For the theory side of things, the students gained an understanding of the Australian Food 

Guidelines, nutrition and what we need to fuel our bodies. During our theory assessment 

we had to research the Australian Food Guidelines, find the recommended intake of  

nutrients for young women and how to meet those 

recommendations. For three days we kept a food  

diary and recorded the food and drinks that we  

consumed. From this task the students learned the  

requirements needed for a healthy diet and had to 

reassess the food they consume to maintain a healthy 

body and lifestyle.  



Science during this term has been productive and engaging. Time marched along 

quite quickly, but we managed to enjoy many learning experiences.  

In Year 7 & 8 we kicked off our studies by venturing  

into the world of cell biology. Learning about  

microscopic units in organisms that can function as a 

city was rather gobsmacking and making our very 

own cell cities and models to consolidate our learning 

was certainly a great deal of fun.  

We observed different types of cells and tissues using 

the electron microscope and the tiny world of cells  

became a lot more real and tangible. 

In Year 9 our learning provided the opportunity for our students to develop an  

understanding of the natural environment. They explored various ecosystems and 

food webs and learned about the relationships between biotic and abiotic aspects as 

well as how matter and energy flows through these systems.  

The Year 10 class explored the impact that we have on our global climate. We first  

became familiar with the various systems and how they interact with each other. To 

cement learning, students engaged in a debate which explored the importance of 

prioritising climate change in our society. 

Our senior girls in Year 11 & 12 engaged in a scientific study of the gross systems of the 

human body. Our focus was the study of the structure of the various organs of the  

human body and how they holistically contribute to its effective functioning. To  

support their learning, students researched a system of their individual preference and 

presented their information to the class.  

Engagement with this learning impacts on many of our students’ future career  

choices. With this in mind and to further extend learning experiences, we invited  

Bronwyn and Kate from Queensland Ambulance Services to 

deliver a CPR workshop. The learning centred on the  

valuable skills of first aid, where correct medical  

assistance until professional help arrives might mean the  

difference between life and death.  

Cardiopulmonary resuscitation and DRSABCD as a first  

response procedure was discussed and proved very helpful 

and engaging to many of our students. The  

workshop was engaging and interactive, and each student 

present at our morning gathering was given the opportunity 

to practice their newly learned skills on the  

dummies. 

SCIENCE 
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SOCIAL AND COMMUNITY STUDIES 
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It has been an exciting term in the Year 11 SACS class. We have been exploring the world 

of Art and its various forms. Our unit of study this term being ‘Arts and the Community’. As 

part of our learning we have investigated the numerous ways that art impacts on us as a 

community. We have explored the five main areas including Body Art: lipstick, hair  

colouring, hair styles, piercings, tattoos and much more. Food Art: food sculptures,  

decorative cakes, a home-made stew, Nana’s recipe for fluffy scones to gastronomic  

creations with Heston Blumenthal. There is also Visual Art: paintings, sculptures, calligraphy 

and watercolour. We have been looking at the power of songs and music through  

performing arts by incredible magic makers like Ed Sheeran, Beyonce, Pink and Maya  

Angelou. The final art area we sought to understand was literary art which includes poem 

and ballads, speeches like the infamous ‘I Have a Dream’ speech by Martin Luther King, 

reports and manuscripts as well as every day books, in all their forms today. 

In Year 12 our unit of work for this term had us learning and grounding our knowledge in 

the role of todays society. We have explored the ways our society operates and how 

these expectations have the potential to influence our thoughts and opinions. As part of 

our studies we have researched some of the people in our society, both now and over 

time, who have made major positive changes including the likes of people like Maya  

Angelou, Helen Keller, Steven Hawking, Barack Obama and Kevin Rudd. We spent some 

time thinking about and analysing what makes these leaders ‘tick’. We pondered some 

very interesting questions such as “What did Barack Obama learn that told him someday 

he could be the President of the United States of America?”, “What made Helen Keller so 

determined to learn and follow her quest for knowledge?”, “Why did Steven Hawking  

persevere on his determined love for science?”. We came to understand that each of 

these people, and people like them, have a determination and commitment that spurs 

them on even in the midst of adversity.  

In that vein we chose to explore the people within our own Southside community. Students 

picked seven staff members, highlighting their skills, personal attributes and contributions to 

our school community. Students interviewed and presented these staff with their own  

written reflections on each of them. We made a video about their contributions and their 

reactions to our appreciation of their efforts. It was an emotional but heart warming  

investigation that reminded us all of the invaluable people we have right here with us. 

BUSINESS / COMMUNITY SERVICES 

It has been a pleasure to facilitate the delivery of Business and Community Services whilst 

Catherine has been away. The girls in both Year 11 and Year 12 have made an  

outstanding effort to complete their projects in her absence. The Year 12 students have 

made a massive commitment to finishing either the Business or Community Services  

Certificate. Tidying off some ‘odds and ends’, and for the majority, completing their next 

to last units. The girls are now ready to do a few days of work in the school office, the final 

project for both Certificates. Well done girls!  



The Year 11 girls have also made major headway in their 

Certificates. With the majority of the girls completing at 

least one project and working on their keyboard skills. It’s 

not easy to learn how to touch-type with speed and  

accuracy, but I have been amazed at their commitment 

to the skill. A couple of new students have started in Year 

11, equally as enthusiastic to make progress towards  

starting and eventually finishing their Certificates.  

Keep up the great work ladies, it’s been an enjoyable term and I wish you all the best 

for Term 4.  

BUSINESS / COMMUNITY SERVICES 
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SERVICE LEARNING 

Here at Southside our pupils are encouraged to be kind and caring, to dare to be  

different and make a difference. Through their Service Learning initiatives, we reach 

these outcomes.  

In the junior year levels students enthusiastically raised awareness about being more 

mindful about our environment by encouraging recycling. They contributed to  

keeping the environment clean by collecting litter and other waste materials like  

plastic lids and used these to create wonderful works of art.  

Students also continued their creation of candles and bath salts to sell via their small 

business ‘Natural 78’ where proceeds of the sales go towards supporting causes like 

epilepsy awareness and ovarian cancer support initiatives.  

Our Year 10 girls eagerly supported Ronald McDonald House by organising a Pyjama 

Day event here at the school. “Ronald McDonald House  

Charities is an American independent non-profit organisation 

whose stated mission is to create, find, and support programs 

that directly improve the health and well-being of children”. 

The entire school community rallied around this cause and 

raised some much-needed funds. 

Crocheting formed the basis of yet another happiness project 

undertaken by our Year 10 students. Our girls learned how to 

crochet with the intent of creating blankets to donate to those 

in need. A lot of the girls really enjoyed learning how to  

crochet and were quite pleased with their new found talents.  

Our senior year levels engaged in a project that would inspire positive change in the 

world. They teamed up to create videos for “Videos for Change”. The girls decided on 

an abortion theme and discussed many versions of how they would undertake this 

task so that it meets their objectives. Our students decided that a clear message of 

support for women, no matter what choice they make, was the way forward. 
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EARLY LEARNING CENTRE 

We have been very busy in the Early Learning Centre lately! We have been creating some 

natural play spaces for our children. Natural play spaces help children to connect with 

their outside world. Natural environments also help with 

emotional wellbeing. Now we have some lovely planters; 

vegetable and herbs. We are going to create another 

new area in the coming weeks and we are even going to 

have a crack at growing a couple of pear trees (wish us 

luck!).  



We would like to welcome Catrina, our Business and  

Community Services Teacher while Catherine is away on  

holidays. Catrina was previously at Brisbane State High 

School. Catrina’s teaching career began in 1988 when she 

started out at Coorparoo and moved around to different 

schools including Blackall State School, a 10 hour drive out 

west. Catrina enjoys bush walking and kayaking, she has two 

dogs; a German Sheppard crossed with Border Collie, and a 

Cavalier King Charles Spaniel. Catrina said she saw an  

opportunity to teach at a school “polar opposite from  

Brisbane State High” and took it. She loves our school and 

the way we nurture a caring and supportive culture here 

with a real focus on the students.  

STUDENT WRITING: WELCOME CATRINA! 

BY BIANCA P (YR 12) 
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SOUTHSIDE GARDEN 

Our little vegetable + herb garden around the back of the school near the kitchen 

has been growing taller and taller as the weeks go by. We have been using the  

ingredients from our garden in a lot of our cooking for hospitality and often to make 

lunch for the students. A massive thank you to Neil, our groundsman, who has been 

nurturing our little garden, watering it and taking care of the plants for us.  

One of our creative Year 11 students, Rhiannon, has also undertaken a project to liven 

up one of the gardens in the school with some fresh soil and beautiful flowers that she 

went to Bunnings and picked out herself. Our lovely new garden brightens the front 

entrance to the school and a lot of the girls have  

commented on the pretty new flowers we have, all 

thanks to Rhiannon and her clever idea!  
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